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. Dorms to be built near the Fieldhouse
by Mary Watkins
STAFF REPORTER

~

'l

~

The state governor and cabinet gave final approval Aug. 28
for construction of campus
apartments.
At Tuesday's cabinet meeting,
members voted to let UCF go
ahead with the $16 million project.
"We've been waiting for that
approval for two months," Dr.
John Bolte, vice president of Administration and Finance, said.

Christi Hartzler, associate
director of Housing and Residence Life, said UCFhas worked
on this project for a year.
Fifteen buildings containing
apartment-style dorms will be
built east of Greek Row near the
Fieldhouse.
The dorms will house 702 students.
Hartzler said construction
can begin after three preliminary steps.
First, engineers must decide
how the buildings will be posi-

tioned on the land.
Then St. John's Water Management must approve the plan
to make sure the complex has
proper retention ponds and will
not pollute Lake Claire.
The State Fire Marshal must
then come in and determine if
the buildings meet all fire safety
codes.
LeVester Tubbs, vice president of Student Affairs, said he
expects no problems with these
preliminary steps because they
are merely routine.

Hartzler said
that she
agrees with Tubbs.
"We can break ground hopefully in November or December," Hartzler said.
Housing office Director
Chris McCray said the new
dorms will be constrµcted by
Housing And Neighborhood
Development Services.
HANDS will finance the
project with government bond
money that UCF will pay back
to th em over the next 25-30
years.

Gov. Bob Martinez

· SG Comptroller
resigns, states
·view on budget
.,

by Tom Kopacz

vacation," he said.
He added thattherestofthe
time, the senate only concerns
Student government Comp- itself with the accounts it ditroller Bob Shafer resigned rectly controls: the Senate
Aug. 17 to pursue . . - - - - - - - - - Working Fund,
his doctorate dethe Advertising &
gree in
Office Supplies
finance.
Account and the
Shafer said Aug.
Registration Ac28 he will be
count.
working for Dr.
"The result has
Stanley Atkinson
been endless acof the College of
cusations of misBusiness Adminuse of [activity
istration's Finance
and service fee]
Department as arefunds
both
search assistant. .___....___ _ _~~ through the budgShafer said ifhe
Bob Shafer eting process and
had been able to
during the course
serve his full secof the fiscal year," Shafer said
zond term, he would have in his resignation letter.
worked to change the SG
He said whether the allegabudget policy.
tions are fact-based is not the
He said the student senate point.
d~sn't concern itself enough
"The point is that the budgwifh the overall student gov- eting and allocation system
, ernment budget.
needs to be overhauled so that
"All of a sudden it becomes a there will be no mistake as to
big controversy in the senate
for one month before summer
STAFF REPORTER
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Bill Fries, the AM 640 program director, mans the controls during a broadcast. The AM staton will
begin a lunchtime broadcast between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Monday in the cafeteria.

WUCF·AM to air student pr~gram
in cafeteria, resid~nce halls
by Chris Marlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students who eat lunch in UCF's cafeteria
will soon hear a new brand of radio listening.
Beginning Sept. 10, a student-run, studentprogrammed radio presentation will be aired
on AM-640between11 a.m. and 1 p.m Monday
through Thursday in the Potpourri cafeteria.
Students living in residence halls can listen
to the student program on AM-640 24 hours a
day.
Bill Fries, programming director for AM640, is coordinating the new radio program
along with Dr. Jose Maunez of the S~hool of
Communications.
"The 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. broadcast will be run
like a commercial radio station with students
getting on-air and behind-the-scenes expecience," Fries said.
Fries, who also works for Orlando's 105.9FM, said although college degrees are considered in commercial markets, employers are
often more concerned with how graduates
sound and what practical knowledge they
have.
The lunchtime broadcasts will include all
facets of radio station work, including programming, production, promotions and marketing.
·
Thirteen students from Maunez's radio production class will operate the radio station.

"We really don't know what to expect,"
Maunez said. "Although students have expressed an interest in airing top 40 and albumoriented rock formats, we're certainly keeping
all options open, and we may even have a little
news, as well as a little humor."
Maunez, who has had both commercial and
educational radio experience in Puerto Rico
and Ohio, added that all AM-640 needs now is
exposure.
Maunez said he's hoping that
by late September the station will use T-shirts
and theater tickets as promotional tools .
Phone lines for AM-640 contests and disc
jockey.-listener interaction will soon be
operational.
"Most people here don't even know [AM-640]
exists, and this will change all that," Fries
added.
.
When freshman Brad Goodrich, a mechanical engineering major, heard of the idea, he
said he was looking forward to hearing quality
music from the student-run station.
"I'll keep an open mind about [the cafeteria
broadcasts], and in the dorms I'll try it out now
and then,'' Goodrich said.
The cafeteria program has open air time
slots 1 p.m.-2 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 11 a.m.-2 p.m. on Friday for qualified
students. A major in radio/television is not
required.
Fries said he is responsible for filling those
open spots.
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The draft beer keg. Ifs awkward. Ifs bulky. And its not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business weve found no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft bee~ it comes from a keg... ftL
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we L a•'"®~
still care that much about quality
~·
d,~ -~
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why ~ -~ ~""•
Budweiser has remained the King of Beer~ for more than
110 years .
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Altman vetos SG bill, senators need 2.0 GPA
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Two student senate bills that deal with wording
problems in student government's Election Statutes
hit the end of the line Aug. 23.
UCF President Steven Altman vetoed the bills
after the senate overrode vetoes by former studeut
body President Fred Schmidt and Vice President for
Student Affairs Lee Tubbs.
Bill 22-26 would have removed all re£ tences to
eligibility from the Election Statutes (Title VI) and
referred them to the Eligibility Statutes (Title X).

)

Bill 22-39 would have changed Title X so any
student not on academic probation could run for and
hold any SG office. Because of Altman's veto, members of SG's executive branch must possess a UCF
cumulative GPA of at least 2.0.
Any student under that limit is on academic probation and cannot participate in ampus organizations,
jnclucljng SG.
.
In .~ wemo to stude t body President J eif Laing,
Altma11 said he could not accep 22-39's changes in
criteria fdr the student body president and Vice president. "I believe we should have a minimum term of attendance for individuals seeking executive positions

in student government," Altman wrote.
He said although he supports the senate's attempt
to make the requirements for holding office identical
to the criteria for running for office, he thinks more
complete revisions of both Title VI and Title X are
necessary.
Senate President Pro Tern David Mann said he
thought there was a chance the override on bill 22-26
woid be upheld because it was less controversial.
"I am disappointed that [Altman] didn't agree with
the senate's point of view," Mann said.
He said the new senate will have the oppurtunity
this fall to clean up all discrepancies in.the statutes.

.Report finds engineering,
business and nursing 9rads
getting more pay this year
Staff Re po rt

"We seemed to have a pretty good
year," agreed Lynn Compton, assistant
director for career planning and placeDespite dire predictions of a lacklus- ment at Southwest Missouri State
ter job market, corporate America re- University.
cruited this year's college graduates as
"The number of on-campus interactively as it did last year's grads, a views was a little higher than last year."
Compton said career-planning offinew report contends.
The class of 1990 also tended to get cials at Southwest Missouri had not yet
higher starting salaries than the class tallied all the responses from graduating seniors, but so far most graduates
ofl989.
In a July poll by the College Place- reported they were working in their
ment Council, a Bethlehem, Pa., based fields at "fairly decent salaries."
group, campus placement officers
across the country reported that engi- "Right now there are fewer
neering, nursing and business majors
were still being heavily recruited and graduates in hot areas"
receiving substantially rugher starting
- Dawn Obennan,
salaries than last year.
College Placement Council
A December 1989 Michigan State
statistical specialist
University survey found major corporations planned to hire 13.3 percent
Chris Miller, assistant director of the
fewer grads in 1990.
"[MSU] didn't take into account the placement office at the University of
hot spots like nursing and engineer- Redlands in California, said even lib·
ing," said Dawn Oberman, a statistical eral arts majors are finding jobs.
"Those who are wholeheartedly purservices specialist with the College
Placement Council.
suing jobs are finding them," Miller
"Things are not as bad as they had said.
"They seem to be pretty pleased with
made it sound."
MSU officials, however, stood by the salaries they were able to get," he
their predictions.
added.
One Redlands business school
"From our indications, our predictions are accurate," said Patrick graduate will be earning $36,000 a year
Sheetz, author of MSU's survey. "13.3 with Southern California Edison "but
percent may even have been optimis- that's the exception," Miller said.
Miller said $22,000 to $25,000 was
tic," he added.
"These may be pockets [of opportu- the typical starting salary.
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL !=LOAIOA FUTURE
However, the picture may not always
nity], but I sure would like to know
HIGH HONORS
where they are so I can send our grads look this rosy.
"Right now there are fewer gradu- Police Director Richard Turkiewicz (left) promotes now Sgt. Troy Williamson at a
there."
Others sided with the College Place- ates in hot areas," Oberman said. "In a ceremony Friday. Officer John W. Moore (not shown) was promoted to corporal.
few years, things may change."
ment Council.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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The first of this semester's
Hot Topics discussions.
scheduled for Monday. has
been cancelled due to lack of
community support.
The Student Center could
not find a member of the
community to argue in favor
of music regulation, Program
Director Scott Miller said.
Miller said several people
said they were · in favor of
regulating music, but when
asked to debate in favor of it,
they declined the invitation
to attend.
The program was originally scheduld for Monday at
7:30 p.m. in the student
center auditorium.
The next Hot Topic program will be on the death
penalty. That program will be
in October.

• CAR BURGLARIZED
An Orlando Police Depart• ment officer reported his per-

•

between 11 p.m. Saturday and
UCF President Steven
10:52 a.m. Sunday iri the Holi- Altman and Jerry Osterhaus,
day Inn University parking director of facilities planning,
will discuss "The Campus
lot.
The items taken from his Plan" fo! anyone interested in
car include a video cassette attending.
recorder, police nightstick #7,
a brown leather hand-tooled
briefcase with gold trim and a •STRATEGIC PLANNING
The Strategic Planning
Mexican headdress and calenCouncil has made two copies of
dar and teaching paperwork.
The D.AR.E. teaching ma- its preliminary report 'availterials, the officer said, are the able to the UCF community at
most important. In fact, the the library reserve desk.
The council wants any and
burglar can keep the rest, but
return the teaching manual all feedback directed to Dr.
and papers to the campus po- Richard Tucker in Phillips
lice, the administration build- Hall Room 313, phone number
ing or the Central Florida Fu- 275-2216, or Lisa Isaacs, at
275-5862 by Sept. 17.
ture
There will also be an open
meeting scheduled between 3
• BROWN BAG LECTURE p.m. and 4 p.m. today in the
The Campus Activities President's Board Room on 't he
Board will host a Brown Bag third floor of the administraLecture, the first of three in a tion building. ·
series this semester, from
12:05 p.m. to 12:55 p.m. today
in the President's Dining • METHODIST CHURCH
The University Carillon
Room.
United Church is anew church

being created and you're invited to be part.
Land set aside for the new
church is located north of the
UCFcampus.
The first worship service
will be 11 a.m. Sunday at UC6
Cinema on Alafaya Trail.
Everyone is invited.
• ALCOHOL SERVERS
The UCF police will offer an
Alcohol Server Knowledge
training course Saturday and
Sept. 15 in the Student Activities Center for interested campus organizations.
ASK, the Central Florida
Safety Council's server course
is offered by certified instructors who have experience in
areas- of alcohoi-related incidents involving college-age
adults.
Organizations and those
involved in hosting social
events or distribution of alcohol on campus are encouraged
to attend.

Contact Sergeant Sandra
McClendon at X2165.
• ENGINEERING $$$
The College of Engineering
has nearly $30,000 in scholarships available to undergraduate and graduate students.
Detailed information and
applications are available in
the engineering dean's office,
The deadline for application is
Sept.14.
For more information about
the scholarships, call Abel Fernandez at 281-5675.
•WOMAN TO WOMAN
Renowned psychosexual therapist Dr. Ruth Westheimer
will be the keynote speaker of
the Orlando Health Care
Group's Woman to Woman
Conference '90 at 3:15 p.m.
Saturday at the Peabody
Orlando in the Columbia
Room.
The conference begins at 8
a.m.
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"Having an unaided comptroller to serve as the chief
auditor, advisor and reporter
FROM PAGE 1
of the financial transactions • • •..._.
within ... Student Government
where A&SF moneys go when will not be sufficient to handle
students pay tuition," he the amount of wortk required
wrote. "That much we owe [to] in order to perform the duties
the student body."
adequately," he wrote.
The working fund is an acShafer said either the stucount used by the student dent senate should have a
senate to provide funds for standing committee to approve
student organizations and major senate expenditures or
other "purposes that the sen- the comptroller's office should
ate deems worthy," according have more of an auditing focus
to SG's Finance Code.
instead.
The Advertising & Office
He said the SG comptroller
Supplies and Registration at the University of Florida has
accounts are used by the two assistants in charge of
senate's Clubs and Organiza- auditing.
·
tions Committee.
"We've got a large enough
The former is used to pro- budget now ($1.9 million) that
vide student organizations we need some kind of auditing
with office supplies and adver- procedure," he said.
tising space in The Central
Shafer also said the student
Florida Future.
body is too apathetic concernThe latter is allotted by ing SG.
C&O for registration fees for
He said when he was ap- CHEERS TO WUCF
workshops, conventions and pointed to a second term as the WUCF-FM (89.9) broadcaster Kirk Healy interviews actor George Wendt of the television comedy
conferences.
student government comptrol- series Cheers for a show to be broadcast at 1 p.m. Friday on the UCF Digest program.
In his resignation letter,
ler byLaing,
student
Shafer said with the opening Jeff
he body
was President
the only Ii
of the student union, the cur- person who applied for the
·~
rent SG budget of$1.9 million position.
could double within the next
"That's just ridiculous," he
few years.
said.
. :.
·: . ·
· .. ·._.: . ,.:., . . ·
.;. ~. '. •
U.S. Department of Transportation

SHAFER
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A FRIENDSHIP.

I'd never have believed.that one little compu~er could make
such an incredible difference in my academic and working life.
.

.

Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

"I became a Macinto h convert in busine school.
''.At our computer lab I'd always fmd lines of peo.ple

waiting to use the Madnt hcomputers while other computers just at there. I had achoice: wait fora Madntosh,
or c me back at 6AM. to grab one before the 'd all be taken.
·~er bu ine chool, I took a job at a large bank and
ed my Madm h for prcx:lucing everything from preadsheets
ro a company ne . letter.
"Tcxia I u e Macimo h to help me run m) own
management con ulting firm. When I gi' ea pre emation I can ee in people face that
the) re really impre ed. And that make
me feel great.
" ometime [take Friday off put
my Ma int h and ki in th car, and
head for the m untains. l ki da)
and work nights.It perfect.
"You know. I can't ay where I'll
be in fi, e ten or fifte n ear but I
an ay that my Macintosh will be
ther with me.

Don't
go out
v1ithout
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS. and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen. anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get. you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex. be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself. how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And If he
says no.
so can you.

Al Os

•
•

•
Macintosh Super Sale!
September 4, 5 & 6
from 9am -4pm
in front of the Bookstore
For more information, call 281-5434
':.
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Why do people love Macintosh"?
Ask them.

If you think you
can't get it you're

dead wrong.
Q1990 Api)ie Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo. •
and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Appia Computer, Inc.
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PHILLY JOE'S
CAFE & NIGHTCLUB
NEXT TO GOODING 'S
AT THE CORNER OF
UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD RD.
JN THE UN/GOLD' HOPPING CENT~R

657-1302
CHECK YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD FOR SPEOIALS

The Newest Place to Party in Winter Park.
DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 11 A.M.-7 P.M.; Sunday 12 P.M.-7 P.M.
• Billiards• Darts • Arcade • Food • Atmosphere •
•lOft. big screen TV
MONDAY•
&

"WAX HOUSE" DANCE MUSIC by ADAM DAZE

$3.00 at the door.
50¢ Draft from 8:30 P.M.: l:JO A.M.

TUESDAY•
HITES

Michael PohUCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

*Tues. nnd Wed. nights arc UCF night
WEDNESDAY"'

NITE
THURSDAY*
HITE

FRIDAY*
HITE

SATURDAY•
H!Tf

·•

SUNDAY•

SUNDAY•
MITE

"TOP 40" LADIES NITE - FREE DRAFT FOR LADIES

Listen & Dance to today's Hottest Tunes OR bring your own and we'll
play it for you.
8:JO P.M. cil 1:30 A.M. $(,.00 for Guy .

WHALE OF A GOOD TIME
Sea World's Shamu and President Bob Davis join UCF President
Steve Altman on the Citrus Bowl field for the pre-game coin toss.

ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.50 BUD LONGNECKS
8:30 P.M. til l:JO A.M.
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.50 Cocktalls and $1.75 "Helnlos"
8: C P.M. til l :JO A.M.
ROCK 'N ROLL 1nd $1.00 ~hooters and $4.00 Pitchers

8.)0 P.M. til 1:30A.M.
LAZV DAY AND 2 FOR 1 TROPICAL DRINKS
Listen and Dance to our library of Carribean Sounds or bring your own
·and we'll play it for you from 12:00 P.M. co 7:00 P.M.
MORE LAZINESSUJ and Sl.50 Wine Coolers and Sl.00 Glass of Wine

If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV crews have left. It takes months to
rebuild homes, businesses ... entire lives.
If you could, you'd be there to help. But no
matter where you are, your financial help will
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bare necessities.
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.

Wc'll play our hearts out to you with the latest in JAZZ, RYTHM
8:30 PJvL til l:JO A.M.
& BLUES

* Nomin:iJ cover with live bands.

All Speci a ls Subject to Cha nge

Someone is counting on you.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bwnby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803

•

•

UCF SPLASH FEST
'AT

•

•
•

•
•
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•

September 8-16, 1990

•

TICKET PRICE: $8.00 Per Person
-AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE KIOSK-

Park Hours 10:00 AM. • 6:00 .P. M.
Tickets Will Not Be Sold At The Park
•

•

•

Censorship war
gains momentum,
should fade. awc;11
0

In an age w:hen everything printed, recorded 011
created in any medium is scrutinized for decency,
free expression has hope.
Everyday new battles are being won against those
who would want to censor artistic works.
Recently,justice was served when a court declared
that the lyrics of a Judas Priest song did not influence
two young men to commit suicide. The prosecution
had tried to uphold that there was a subliminal
message on the record.
This was a victory for the freedom side of the
censorship battle.
Also, another sensible court overturned the verdict of the enormous Wayne Newton settlement that
was awarded to him because of his libel case against
a national broadcast network. The network had accused Newton of having an association with "organized crime" (a.k.a. The Mafia) and he won BIG bucks
because of it.
The overturning of Newton's measly case was
another victory for the freedom side of the battle.
Although many attacks about 2 Live Crew's material continue to develop, we feel that the success of
their "Banned in the U. S.A" release was a victory for
censorship. Their ability to express their views
through that very outspoken song was a bold move.
The 2 Live Crew are soldiers for the fight for.
freedom.
However, the war rages on ...
The antics of censorship advocates such as John
Tanner and Rev. John Book have made them media
targets and soldiers for the other side.
Tanner's attack on movies like Deep Throat and
The Devil in Miss Jones have been fruitless, but yet
he has made many people take notice. Don't be so
foolish as to believe his nonsense.
Tanner has been a commander in many of the
attempts at a victory made by the censorship side.
It seems like good ol' Rev. Book makes it a priority
to oppose at least one movie or published work every
few months. 'l'he last time he graced our campus with
his presence was when The Last Temptatwn ofChrist
was shown. We do not miss him.
He is an officer for the censorship side.
The censorship side has its own trendy clubs like
the Greater Orlando Coalition Against Pornography.
G.0.C.AP. has taken it upon themselves to decide
what is proper for adults to watch. They have tried to
gain victories for the censorship side also.
In many instances we will not take sides, but in
this instance we will not hesitate to tell an that we are
for the freedom side.
Luckily we, the staff of The Central Florida Future, enjoy the rights of the First Amendment and we
are a student-run independent newspaper that cannot be censored.
Some students may think that we are funded by
the university, but we are not. Our editorial content
is produced for the students, by the students.
We hope the battle will end soon and that freedom
will emerge triumphant.

central Florida future
D1890 TheC.nlrlll FlorkiaFU\.llW

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
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Jamie Carte
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
. Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Business Manager
Office Manager
Ad Production Manager
Advertising Staff

Jennifer Offenburger
Roy Fuoco
Steven M. Conner
Melissa Stoker
Brian M. Wente
Mike Pohl
Lloyd Whitehead
Thomas Negron
Tracy Torres
Tanya Newberry
Armand Cimaroli
Jeff Celebre
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Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board o1 Publications, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 wOl'ds and Include
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but the newspaper reserves the right to ra1use publlcatlon of any letter. The Central Florida
Future Is a free.non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
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Everyone should pity the caged mah
The normally quiet city of Gainesville was shocked
by the grisly murders offive students. The vengeance
of the public has rightly demanded justice for these
gory crimes. Edward Lewis Humphrey, an 18-yearold part-time student, was arrested for beating his
grandmother. Since his behavior can best be described as erratic and he was living in Gainesville at
the time of the murders, he became the prime suspect. At his arraignment for the battery charge he
was paraded in front of the cameras shackled and
manacled with heavy chains. In predawn arrangements the state asked for and was granted an increase in bail from $10,000 to $1,000,000. This
increase was despite the fact that he had not been
charged with any of the murders.
In front of the cameras Humphrey looks the picture of guilt. He has severe facial scars from an
accident which make him a caricature of the mass
murderer in the eyes of many. Wanting a quick
resolution to these heinous crimes, Gainesville
breathed easier kn owing that this animal was finally
in his cage. He is in his prison cell while his family is
caged in their own, forced to tape newspapers to their
windows to keep the prying eyes of the curious out.
Despite his deranged manner and his exhaustion
from being questioned by the police for many hours
(who ineptly questioned him without his attorney's
presence), Humphrey put the entire matter into
perspective when he said "innocent until proven
guilty."
Therein lies the crux of this issue. Humphrey has
yet to be even charged with the murders. The police

have been unable to gain a search warrant for his car
or apartment, but they acted as ifhe were guilty.
Last weekend the Alachua County Sheriffs office
backpedaled by saying that he was only one of several
suspects_ He was, however, the only one that was in
custody for anything and he was the only one paraded
in front of the media. His attorney went before the
the court on Tuesday to argue for a reduction in bail
for Humphrey. Either put up or shut up.
Did the authorities, anxious to quell the
Gainesville community, throw Humphrey to the '"
media? Did they use him in desperation to stop the
mass exodus from the university? After all, who looks
more guilty than Edward Lewis Humphrey?
I am not defending Eddie Humphrey. Having
known him before and after his accident I know that
he is deeply disturbed. He may very well be guilty,
but he is sti11 a human being deserving of of compassion for his plight. We should not allow the police to
single him out so publicly without an indictment.
In the media, seemingly at the behest of the police,
Humphrey was tried and quickly convicted. Whether
or not he is really guilty remains to be seen. He must
first be indicted. Then it is truly a case of innocent
until proven guilty and if he is guilty then he must
pay for his crime.

• RACIAL HARMONY
• BRING BACK THE GANG
Editor:
Editor:
Where does commentator
Last year, my family and I always sat in the end-zone cheering Terry Kuzusko come up with the
with cheerleaders when they came ideas expressed in the Aug. 28
over and catching the souvenirs edition? That it is racist for black
students to want parity among
that were thrown into the crowd.
We attended the first game of the their teachers? That smoking
1990 season last Saturday and crack cocaine is "OK, as long as
were terribly disappointed when you are a black mayor?"
Perhaps Kuzusko has forgotthe cheerleaders never came to the
end-zone and no souvenirs were ten that Mayor Berry was tried
under the same judicial system
given out to excite the crowd.
However, the game was great that covers us all, yet a jury failed
and the defense was excellent. to convict him because the eviThough, we did have some reserva- dence was insufficient.
Due process oflaw is supposed
tions about the offense. Still, we
cheered our team on to an exciting to protect blacks as well as
whites-or at least it has been since
victory.
We wonder if there is a reason the passage of the fourteenth
such as a lack offunds or interest in amendment.
the crowd that sits in the end-zone.
One only needs to look at statisEven if we receive no support tics regarding health, poverty,
form the cheerleaders, we will con- unemployment, homelessness, or
tinue to go to the games and cheer host of other social ills to see that
our UCF Fighting Knights on to black Americans are not equally
treated or equally protected.
more victories. GO KNIGHTS!
The proportion of black AmeriKaren 1.J. Gatlin cans in prison should amply disaccounting credit Kuzusko's statement that if

a black person is accused "of any
wrongdoing, you can rest assured
that Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton,
the NAACP and a host of others
will rush to your defense ..."
Kuzusko then makes a highly offensive and proposterous comparison between Jesse Jackson
and Joseph Stalin, the purpose of
which can only be to inflame fear
and hatred through an association that never existed.
The solution to "stop paying
attention to race and rate people
on their individual merits," is of
course an admirable ideal, but its
time has certainly not yet arrived.
Its purpose is not by denouncing the efforts of minorities to
hang onto the tenuous gains they
have made thus far by denouncing
thus far or by promoting in print
the falsehood that minorities can
do wrong with impunity.
These tactics only prevent racial harmony from ever being
achieved.

Cathie Fields
English
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. Why grandparents
should rule the universe
.

·~;tl~!~~~h~W~~~Fdr~~~~}~ ·fa;f~~i~~f.~1~~~~~~:::~::~::::: •

ting paid for the work.
.
ofreason on thi$ stage, he's like a 1children farmer: he
Through the viewfinder I see the black and white gives th m a little fertilizer and time and ten<Is them
image of a bo:r on ~ stage - a .single whi~ light as the~ Wo'V. In two. w € , h~'ll have ken the elfwash~s over him. His head hangmg ~own, his body ex ress:a:ons these ds have off~r~d - fo re~ards to
bent like a scarecrow, he begins moving his arm back icky things, funny things, impartant things - and
• and forth, as he sternly repeats the word, 'Vm-ringle- sewn them into a play. Kinda abstract; primal; fun.
tingle." That is a word, isn't it?
His voice snaps and a piano starts plunking in the
Glancing quickly around the room, I realize that, background. The machine dismantles and its pieces
.• to the other children and youngsters-at-heart poised begin singing.
What I think is cool about this whole ball of wax is
about the stage, it is at least a word. Maybe something stronger.
that, when the players play the fool, crawl around
I think it's weird.
like a bug, sing like Pavarotti, everyone laughs with
A girl comes scooting out and grabs his arm. She them. No one says, "What a queer!" nor exchanges
bends to touch her toes, raises back up, then repeats sideways reproachful glances with some other unapthe motion over and over, repeating, "Yoo-hooo!" proving judge. In fact, the only reaction amongst
, Another child adds its body to the noisy gyrating peers is an eager reactionary lunge toward doing
machine. Then another. Etc. Pretty soon, I'm think- something even more ludicrous.
ing, this thing is going to take off and smash through
Confidence. Flipping on through the card catalog,
the ceiling.
in the Confidence section, a piece of microfiche laWhat kind of hippy experience is transcending beled "Grandparents" falls out. It occurs to me that if
here, I wonder. My mind quickly flips through its own the world was run by grandparents, maybe this open
mental card catalog of entries, and finds a section stage of encouragement is what w~'dall havein store.
• marked Free Expression. The fast record here, Mine have always listened to every word I've spoken
. scrawled in bold type, relays an experience years ago to them. They always assume the best, and they
in which I'd gotten so engrossed in a performance require the least maintenance of any people I have a
(swinging my wiffie bat (sword) at some lovebugs relationship with. If I had the confidence in myself
• (little dragons)) that I'd lost touch with reality. It soon that they have in me, I could probably beat Michael
came back to me, however, as I realized, much to my Jordan in one-on-one. Okay, bad example; but 'you

-

1

I know what I mean.
So,

anyway, I'm beginning to regret having

j thought this stuJf t~e· kids{arerdoing. wejr.d In my
1

grown-up, stuffy, concerned-with-matters-of~greatimportance mind, I thought myself above free selfexpression. I guess there isn't alway an icey panic
waiting at its end.
Lying on the floor looking up, the viewfinder I've
stuck to my forehead reveals a mass of children
crowding around. They're closing in as they tell me,
all at once, what they did over the summer and what
they're learning in the class. I see gapped smiles and
am surrounded by giggles. I'm laughing my head off,
because I'm getting paid for this. And ... because.
I guess it's good training to be able to do something
just because you feel it, without worrying about other
people's reactions. The wise confidence these kids
have in their actions shines out to me like a quarter
someone's left in the coin return of a payphone.
Quickly, I sneak it into my pocket for later.
At home, I trip over the sleepy homework bum on
my floor. I begin thumbing through the textbooks and
notes ... not much room for confident self-expression.
Maybe I should write something, I tell myself.
Raising himself on one elbow, the wretched vagabond looks at me through bloodshot eyes. "Can you
spare a quarter for a cup of coffee?"

LARRY'S WORLD

by Chris Sadowski
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Sigma Phi Epsilon

Pledges get ready for the time of your life.
Good luck wiht your Senat races: Eddie "Detartalo Jr." Vaccaro, Dave Mielcarek and Mrk
"Hal" Sutton. The ZTA Social is Fri. on Fantasy Island:'-iftviU ti~ a showcase event 1 HAI In
Estebanola

Female to share house with same and 2
children . Lg. 380 1 112 BA Cent. AIC & Heat,
Storage WID. Quiet Country area 15 min.
from UCF. 195mo + util. $100 dep. no pets.
Females only Days 281-5268, Evenings 3652580 ask for Peggy.

Queen size sleeper sofa, beige, contemporary
styling $125 . Nautical style brass &wood floor
lamp with authentic ship's telegraph, $50.
Solid maple 4 harness floor loom & all accessories $425. Call 679-3247

F N/S Private rm. & bath. $160 + 1/3 utilities.
3 bedroom/? bath home Alafaya Wood~ $7661
011 fake,'10 mir:i,.Must Pe dear:l, serni-neat & - mo. as~ume FHA 91/2 No Qualify. Fireplace
studious but Ilka To have fun tool Call 6784 fans 2
garage hottub, fenced yardlmore.

caf

0051.

Radar Detector. Whistler 4000. Good Condition. $30, offer. Jay 679-091 o

lllilllllll
Friends of Bill W. Meeting for Fall 90 every
Tuesday from 4-5pm CEBA II Room 115
American Production & Inventory Control
Society

Are you interested in your future or networking
or extra knowledge of production?
For recruitment &/or more into
CALL 281-5673

F N/S Roommate to share 2 bedroom
2 bath and 1/2 utl and deposits
260/mon Call Stacy 275-1939

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs
TY PING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

ATIENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work.
504-646-1700 DEPT. P307

Word Process., Term Papers, Thesises, done
by a professional Writer.
Call Jaime 365-7385

•

Wordprocessor
Large or small, we type them all
Laser printer, FAST service 679-6692

CAR STEREO Speaker Box. 2 Pioneer 6X9.
120 Wans. Loud and clean. $65foffer. Good
condition. 679-0910.
Large 212 wlprivate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-In special 282-5657.
LSAT Anxiety Sufferers - Lex Club Is offering
a special LSAT course. The test is rough but
our instructors are first rate. Covers all scored
areas. Price unbelleveably loW $1501 Call
380-2383 for information.

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 avallable for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
1989 Volkswagon Fox GL Excellentconditionfewer than 9000 miles, 4spd, 4dr, AIR, great
Stereo-Best Offer-Call 629-4884 or 657-7306

2 112 bath 2 room townhouse wsh & dryer 1
mile from UCF with garage. $500 per month
call 249-1685 for more Info. Special Discount
if rented in the month of August.

Olds Delta 1973 New tires, transmission $375
OBO. CALL 275-5517.
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT across from UCF
2 bed 2.5 bath, garage, washer, dryer. $500
mo. discount for lease 249-2246

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684

TUTORING - Accounting and tax tutoring by
CPA 629-2768 evenings

-

I'm in Love! I'm in Lo~I I'm in Level I'm in
Lovel I'm in Love
I I'm in Love! I'm in Love with Jesus.
BCM CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
KNIGHT LIGHT Tonight 7pm SOL

*Chancellors Row*
2bdrm 2bth townehome, every amenity incl.,
lighted tennis courts & pool. Near UCF. Call
Harry 813-951-2365 $565/mo.
Earn 20% on everything you selil
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You! Call The Central FTorfda Future and ask for Thomas or Donna 2752601

UCF Environmental Society

Canoe trip Wekiva Sat Sep8 meet 9am
Biology Parking lot
Regular meetin Mon Sept10 5:00pm
at SOL {Stud. Center) Speaker Susan
Owens of Central Florida Wetlands.
Call Sam 2n-9374 Craig 339-2653

Entry Level position for anyone interested in
the sales and distribution of environmental
products. Cali for interview if interested in
earning $100=$200/wk. P.fT {8-10 hrs.) ask
for Ken 83.1-3775

~

Bud Light Night for MDA coming Saturday at
Sweeney's. Drink and beer specials for everyone. See you there.
Bros, keep a lookout for Sweethearts of the
White Rose. We'll see them at the house
Saturday night. ATn knows how to party with
class, come and see. Don't forget the bros
mtg.

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.

Call 366-0829.

Pl Kappa Alpha

Alpha Tau Omega

Haunted Hayride help Oct. 1 to 31
6:30 to 12:30am $5 .00 hr UCF area
Call 647-6102

Alafaya Woods home, 5 yrs. old, 312
Vaulted ceilings Dbl Gar, nicely
landscaped, Pvt fence , 1136 Sq . FL $72500
Firm 365-7178

F A S T
FUNDRAISING
P R 0

G R A M

$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more l
This program works! No
Investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Waterbedlsm . Queen, Trundle bed, dining
table/4 chairs , stereotspkrs, dresser, Kirby
vacuum, wicker chair, phone, cfocktradio,
misc. Priced to sell. CAii Greg or Beth 6574945.

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes . Sarne
day service available. IBMIAT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/laser
printing.
Fast * Professional *Accurate

KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735
FRENCH: TYPINGfTUTORING 568-1219

•

•

Hey Laurie!
How's the practicing and studying going?
Oh and how's Mark?
PS Did you tell some certain people about a
certain driving ticket yet?!

•

Good Luck Knights while on the road!

Who is Darkman?
Otherwise known as· Creditman?
Oth erwise known as the dead body?

•

The Horsemen are about to ride!
Let those beware on Saturday night!

We helped
Walt make a
·n ame for
himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us, Walt is
making his mark as a successful financial consultant.
Give the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals.
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If this

ad doesn't work,
then why ·are you · ·
re&ding ·it?

Advertise in the Central Florida Future.
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in the opener. That will be one .
disadvantage for UCF.
One of the UCF's concerns
FROM PAGE16
in facing Eastern Kentucky is
stopping their potent running
attack led by Markus Thomas,
"This is a tough ball game," "It's an advantage to
he said. "Eastern Kentucky is
who ran for 192 yards in last
years game, and junior fullthe best team we'll play all have a game Under
year. They're the mo~t physi- your belt be,..ause vou back T~m Lester who is coming
Y
' '
• rba k from r'e·constructive knee
cal team we'll ·play this'"' seat
£ •.•
'
0
f( ·CaA e
go back and
surgecy.' I Jue.._-. - r .
'
son."
Such a statement'• mignt · ' . '·
1. .. '• ..1:. ·I • '
~C~ \trill try to get' its offense 'on track against the
seem shocking tb many spott .correc your misColonels.
The
offense
fans considering the UCF fakes."
struggled in the opener as the
schedule includes the Division
team needed strong play from
I Memphis State Tigers in two
• Roy Kidd the defense to keep UCF in the
weeks and ever-dangerous
EKU headcoach game. ·
Georgia Southern in the sevMcDowell has named Ron
enth game of the season.
Yet McDowell believes the
Johnson over Rudy Jones as
worries in coming up against a
team of UCF's caliber in the
first game of the season.

FOOTBALL

0

I

Colonels to be the most challenging opponents of the year
due to their overwhelming
strength.
"Ifwe'regoingtogetintothe
playoffs this year, we need this
ball game," McDowell said. "I
don't know if we are physical
enough."
Eastern Kentucky Coach
Roy Kidd expressed his own

f

"It's an advantage to have a
game under your belt because
you can go back and correct
your mistakes," Kidd said.
"This is one of the toughest
opening games we've had in
years."
Kidd said that an advantage Eastern Kentucky will
have is that they can look at
the tapes to see what UCF did

UCFs starting quarterback
for the game based on
Johnson's second-half performance against Troy State.
Johnson also noted EKU's
aggressive style.
"Eastern Kentucky is always physical and always a
tough game," Johnson said.
"I'm just gonna work as hard
as I can to prepare myself."

"I think we will be as good as
we were lastyearifeverything
FROM PAGE 16
falls into place," Wilson said.
"In this sport, I think you have
to have a little luck on the way.
In basketball or football, you
shirted last year.
can have injuries to two or
Three oflastyear's starters, three star players. You don't
And11ew Rici.;, Jon Cowgill and have injuries in golf, but you
Malcom Joseph, return and can have some bad breaks."
areaexpected" to play leading
The Knights began a string
r.oUs .f oithe·team this seasoh. , offiveconsecutivetournament
The Knights.will be,looking ·· titles last year ago with their
for replacements for their top victory in the UCF Budget
two golfers who completed Classic at Rio Pinar.
their eligibility- Cliff Kresge
Kresge, who won two indiand Kevin Altenhoff. The two vidual titles, beat out Altenplayers played important roles hoff on the final day to take the
in UCFs recent golf success.
individual title.

GOLF

,_r_ __________;_:.___________
__
_ _____
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HP 48SX
Scientific
Expandable
Calculator
HP's quantr1m leap
into the 21st century.
Move 10 yea rs
ahead of lhe
class wi th lhe
n "

HP 28S
Advanced
Scientific
Calculator
The popular HP 285 - the
pe rfect choice for students
ta king coll ege algebra and
calculus .

( ·•

HP 48SX

Come try
it today.
JlP calcul ato rs the best fo r your s uccess

Come try it tod ay.
'1 hi> offer i~ g<><1d on purcha ses made
betw en Augu~t 15, 19'}() and
October 15, 1990 Ask !or l!P's
"Um1tcd Lome only" coupon .

We also stock all other Hewleu Packard calculato~.
supplie & accessories as well as Jlewleu Packard
laser toner canridges.

F6~

a,:~

HEWLETT
PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculator & Computer ~<o'\

11.:11

2916 Corrine Drive
Orlando, FL 32803

9'b'~

CO

L-------------------~
<

Are you worried
about getting to the
games? Well, don't
worry
because ..·.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
is offering FREE
BUS RIDES to ALL
Home Games! !!

GO KNIGHTS

•

•
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Defensive players show QBs how to win job
J

•

•

tired of it and I'm sure McDowell is
tired of it. Won't somebody step up and
take control of the position? Anybody?
Please? Ron, Rudy, Travis ... somebody?
Let's talk about a group who deserves the ink-the defense. Or should
I say, THE DEFENSE.
Headcoach Gene McDowell said
Going into the season, the defense
that Ron Joh .... or was that Rudy J, .. , had a few unsettled positions though a
no it was Johnson will start Saturday strong core of veterans did return. But
against Eastern Kentucky. He said unlike the quarterbacks, the new deJones .... no Johnson earned it after .... fensive starters made a statement with
AAAHHHHH!!
their play in the opener.
Enough about the quarterbacks! I'm
Let's start on the defensive line .

Nose-tackle posed the biggest question
But if the first game is any indicathroughout fall practice, right?
tion those positions will be decided by
Ha! At least that's the indication good players being outplayed by better
based one game's experience. Lee players. This differs from the quarterWisniewski contributed six tackles backs, where the starter loses the job
il').clud~ng the team's first sackr The because ofpopr play.
eack pushed the Trojans out: of field
Other ne.w starters o:n defense, Rick
,
lla]Ililton, Eric Jones and Shane Law
goal range.
Bob Knott, also a new starter on the also were defensive forces in game one.
· Rudy and Ron could take lessons
l'ne, assisted on six tackles.
Defensive line coach Bob Shack- from these defensive players on how to
elford said both players still have a lot wih a starting job. If recent history
to learn and will still be pushed by continues, don't be surprised if Travis
Clifford Cole and Joey Venice.
Peeples replaces the two RJ's.

•

•

•

•

JANE'S ADDICTION

RITUAL DE LO HABITUAL
Fe•twtnv: S1"" • nv.. O.p •
a.an c.ugi.1 Stealing

1111''

.I
I

•
SOUND WAREHOUSE POLICY:
You must be 18 or older to

purchase ~ems

bearing this label.

rwi

DiUiiiD

• 4900 East Colonial Dr. at
Humphries Ave. next to the
Executive Airport. 898·2500
• 303 E. Altamonte Dr. In
Renaissance Centre 339·7773
SALE ENDS SEPT. 18. QUANTITIES LIMITED.
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We're celebrating
our new look
with 30 days of

... 1

specials~
?}M?W ~ and~ od ota ~ Q/fa-t ~ and Jmne.1

, •••..•.•., , ....., , ....., ,-----11\·.=;.
s449
I Hot Dog and ·1

I

·:Pepsi

I

..,1y49c:

I

:.~htNatural I

I
I
I

I
I

Ug

buy one get one free

I
I
I

917190 - 9/13/90

,.

Frito Lay
Grab Bags

I
I

16oz.

...

9/17/90. 9/30/90

I _·:
I ... :·

Coffee

49c

..
..
..
, ..... .. , ----- .. , ----- .. , .....,
ggc_
59c
....
.
..
...
, ----- . , ....., , ....., Havoline
G
-....
..
...

9/7/90 - 9/9/90

..

~----Pepsi 32 oz

·I

9/1 /90 - 9130190

.. ..._

I
I

I

i

Merita Oven
Gold Bread

buy one get one free

. :·..._

917190 • 9/13/90

··:::·~

....

..

~-----

cans

I
$269 I
I

9/1 /90 . 9/16/90

I

..

...

I

II

i

I

Pet Homogenized
Milk
$219

'I
I

Gallon

. ....

-- ~ :.

9/17 /90 - 9/30/90

I
$299 I

9/16/90 - 9130190

I

..

~-----

I

I
I
I

I

I

..

...

· ~-----

I
.I
I

...

~es 114 lb

dog

9/1 - 9/30

~-----

I
$199
I
I

Ham &Cheese Sub

w/32

oz

Fountain
Drink

9/1 /90 . 9130190

i

~----- ...

Grand Opening!
15 East Chapman Rd. Oviedo, FL 32765
Friday, September 7, 1990 through Sunday, September 9, 1990

Pepsi 2 Liter

I

FREE

with fill-up of 8 gallons or more 9/7/90 - 9/9/90
Performances by Mr. Matt The Clown
Register to Win a
Pepsi Beach Cruiser

i

I :.

~--·••F·'

Pepsi 12pk/12oz '

I · cans
_I

~-----

'

II

9/3/90 - 9/16/90

Pepsi 12pk/12az '

I
I
I

....

- ~-----

.I

...

~-----

'

I Fountain
I Drink

12pkt1~ cans

MOTOROIL

I .
I
I

..

-
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Don·1get wrecked. Jf vou're not
sober- or you're no.I sure) t someone else do the driving
-\ mt~-,;1i:e

pn11idt'<I h! thf, Ut'\I ~11;1111:r
:uid Iker Dn11kcrs of ·\m<.'rica

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
3912 ALAFAYA TR. OPPOSITE UCF

IN THE SWIM OF THINGS

r-----------------,

I
I
I
I
I

BUY TWO REGUIAR FOOT LONG SUB & A MEDIUM
SOFT DRINK, AND GET ONE FOOT LONG SUB OF
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR
(Not good w/other offers 1 ooupon per

~sit)

Redeemable only at 3912 Aiafaya Trall, Opposite
Good thru 9/17/90

FREE

ua=

Andrew Schmitt/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brian Petrie and Robert Barnes, both graduate students in
business, share a lane at the UCF pool.

I
I
I
I
I

=-c·a·iiiiOii •9/5/90-9/7
Go~d·F:-o~
'
/90
I

: e;:·1-1·1·:.·1-1.·!"I";..\·•·11
... · :
L-----------------~

ational Headquart rs
150 Paularino Ave., ulte 190

Co ta M a, CA 92626
I SS -233

l-800-441-2337
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'J•l8•1$30off10K
Gold~1
I .
. •. $50 off 14K Gold~.
I

ALL FEE PAYING STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF CENTRAL FLORIDAARE ELIGIBLE TO PURCHASE
THE OPTIONAL STUDENT HEALTH AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE PLAN.
STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN THREE AVAILABLE PLANS, UNDERWRITTEN BY U.S. GUARDIAN
HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY, AT A SMALL COST.
STUDEN:'f ONLY

ANNUAL

SEMI-ANNUAL

PAYMENT

PAYMENT

$100 off 18k Gold

•••••••••••••••

*

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
I

Career Opportunity
THE 140REIGN SERVICE

WRITTEN EXAMINATION
Saturday, October 27, l9IJO

PLAN I - BASIC HEALTH & ACCIDENT

$155

$79

PLAN II - COMPREHENSIVE BASIC

$315

$161

PLAN ID - MAJOR MEDICAL

$441

$225

(Coverage For Spouse And Children Also Available)

I

•

STUDENTS PURCHASING COVERAGE BY SEPTEMBER 15, 1990
WILL HA VE COVERAGE EFFECTNE FROM 8 I 15 I 90 TO 8 I 15 I 91.

BROCHURES ARE AVAILABLE AT THE STUDENT HEALTH
CENTER. AND STUDENT AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATION 282.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 1-800-237-0903.

I

Applications must be received by September 21, 1990
The Written Examinalion is the initial step in competing for
a career as a Foreign Sezvice Officer.

Applicants for the examination must be:
• At l~ 10 years old on the date of the examination
• United States citizens
• Available for world~ assigrunent

You may obtain further infonnation and an application
from your Campus Placement Office or by calling area
code (703) 875-7490, or by writing:
The Recruitment Division
U.S. Department of State

P.O. Box 9317
Arlington. Virginia 22209

• AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER •

14 The Central Florida Future
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IBM SALE IS GOING ON NOW

AT THE UCF COMPUTER STORE,
LOCATED IN CCII, (COMPUTER
CENTER II) ROOM l 05.

(

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
THE IBM SALES OFFICE AT
281-5226.

IBM PS/2 MODEL 30-286

IBM PS/2 MODEL 55SX

80286 (lOMHz) PROCESSOR
3.Sinch (l .44MB) FLOPPY DRIVE
lMB RAM
30MB HARD DRIVE
. 14 VGA COLOR MONITOR (8512)
PS/2 MOUSE
.
IBM DOS4.0l
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.0
1

Retail Price
Bundle Discount

$4051.00
- $2777.00

-

YOUR PRICE
·:-:-.·
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1

PS/2 MOUSE
IBM DOS4.0l

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.0
Retail Price
Bundle Discount

YOUR PRICE

$1874.00
,:· ::-·; ..

80386SX (16MHz) PROCESSOR
3.5inch (1.44MB) FLOPPY DRIVE
2MB RAM
60MB HARD DRIVE
1'4 VGA COLOR MONITOR (8515)

·.:

·,

-

$5260.00
- $2792.00

----------

$3068.00

.
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SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGEWl'rn
AIR FORCE ROTC.

'

No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force

•
•
career success.
Call

CAPT DANA WILLIS .
275-2264

•
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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V-BALL
FROM PAGE 16

ida. Eastern Michigan defeated UCF in three games by
scores of 15-5, 15-3 and 15-9.
South Florida upended the
Lady Knights in four games by
scores of15-2, 15-10, 15-17 and
15-5.
"Against South Florida Lori
Wellbaum played her best
game ever in her UCF career,"
Coach McClemmon said.
On Saturday the Lady
Knights bounced back to defeat Furman and NevadaReno in four games. In the first
game of the Nevada-Reno
match the Lady Knights were
edged by their opponent, 2119. UCF rallied to take the

• • •·• • UCF TEAM DENTIST • • • • •

•

Our UCF Back to School
Good Knight Offer!
$1 O Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l. D. Only
Expires 9/28/90
Good on initial visit only

282-2101
•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTOREFUSETOPAY.CANCELPAYMENT
ORBE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE, OR RE·
DUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
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best I've seen here at UCF.
They were a very strong team
and we did everything right."
Lisa Peterson, a junior
transfer from Manatee Community College, was named to
the All-Tournament squad.
"Kathy Fill and Jennifer
Owen both had super week"The people of the
ends,"McClemmon said. "Lisa
bench did a great job played very well, very consistently and strong."
and we played like a
Next on the Lady Knights'
team on Saturday."
schedule is Western Illinois at
Kathy Fiii 7:30p.m. tomorrow at the UCF
volleybal I player Gymnasium.
On the strength of Western
Illinois, McClemmon said,
like a team on Saturday. The "You don't bring a team across
next time we play South Flor- the country that isn't strong.
ida we're going to do much They're coming here to play
better."
because their coach has never
McClemmon said, "The asked me how to get to Disney
Nevada-Reno match was the World."

next three games by scores of
15-8, 15-12and15-10.
"The match with NevadaReno was very intense," Fill
said. "The people off the bench
did a great job and we played

Jarrod Denmon85 pts.
Tommy
Tormohlen79
pts.
Prior to the official start of
72 pts.
basketball practice in October, Ross Breunigthe men's basketball team is
having conditioning practice • KNIGHT LISTEN
Since it is unlikely many
on its own. The conditioning
UCF
fans will travel to Kenincludes lifting weights, agility exercises, sprints, relays tucky for Saturday night's
football game, the only way to
and pick-up games.
In an attempt to increase pick up the action will be on
the teams competitiveness, 580 WDBO AM. John Anthe players are awarded points thony, the voice of the Knights,
for their activities. Below are will be on play-by-play, and f
Don Jonas will do color comthe top five as of Aug. 31 :
Sinua Phillips96 pts. mentary. Manny Messeguer
will do field interviews.
90 pts.
Ken Leeks-

• BASKETBALL NOTES

Driving a lemon of a
car? Let us sell it for
you - and start
sporting the car
-.::.;.;.t->'--....

of your

•

dreams .

Advertise today in
The Future Classifieds.

Congratulations to UCF student winner Denise Tjong-winner of
the grand prize of 2 free tickets to Cancun/Montego Bay!

•

Dragon's Realm
Across from UCF
Next to UC 6 Theatres

•

823-7246

I
t
.
nnec ions
un imited, inc.

•

•

.

Comics • (_james •Paint6a({ (_juns

Services provided:
Airline tickets at airline prices.
Instant confirmations for airlines,
hotels, and car rentals.
0
Detailed itineraries.
° Free ticket delivery.
° Cruise specialists .
Organized group and tour packages.
Prompt and accurate record keeping.
° Corporate incentive travel plans.
0
Visa and passport forms.
0
No fees for our services.
0

0

•
•

0
0

•

•
•

•

CALL NOW FOR YOUR RESERVATIONS
(407) 679-5499

7426 University Blvd_., Winter Park, FL 32792

NOW IN
THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
NEXT TO UC6 CINEMA.
Buy any sub & medium drink and purchase your UC6 movie ticket
for $1.00 off regular price or student price. Good anytime for any movie.
Ofter good only at Soblk's University Shoppes.
One ticket per person. Not valid with any other discount or co~ns .

r--------T--------,
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BUY ONE SUB,
GET ONE for 99¢

I
OIEqualorless~
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I
with purchase ol
.
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I
sort drinks.
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$1.00 OFF
ANY SUPER SUBJ

~
With purchase
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sort drink.
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Phone 277-0602 for call ahead orderds.
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Kn ights begin three-game road trip
~CF

begins trip against third-ranked EKU

by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF begins the toughest stretch of
its 1990 season with a rematch against
their biggest victory last year-the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky University.
This game will be the first of three
consecutive road games, including
their only game against a Division I opponent, Memphis State.
When the Knights met the Colonels
in 1989, it was after a big win over
ninth-ranked Liberty University before an enthusiastic crowd in the
friendly confines of the Citrus Bowl.
UCF defeated then No. 4 Eastern
Kentucky, 20-19, last year in its second
to last game of the season. The Colonels
come into this game ranked third in
Division I-AA.
This year the Knights are given the
task of traveling to Richmond, Kentucky to attempt to defeat Eastern
Kentucky for the second year in a row.
A victory would keep play-off hopes
alive.
According to UCF Coach Gene
McDowell, this is no easy task.

see FOOTBALL page 10

\'

Runningback Willie English (34) and tackle Derrick Connor will play important
roles as UCF tries to get running attack rolling against the Trojans.

UCF golfers invited to compete at Muirfield
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's golf team will begin
its season early as the Knights travel to
Ohio to play b the Inaugural Jack
Nicklaus Memorial at the Mwrfield
Golf and Country Club Sept 8-10.
Sixteen of the top college teams in
the country were invited to play at
Nicklaus' home course.
"I hate to go this early, we just got
started practicing," golf Coach Dale
Wilson said. "But it was such an honor.
Jack will be there and will be a speaker
at a banquet. Muirfield is a great
course to have the kids play [on]."
The teams competing in the touma-

ment wi11 play a different
a season in which the
format. The usual format
Knights won 6-of-10 touris stroke play with the
naments, they are inscores of the top four golfcluded among the elite of
ers on each team to be
collegiate golf.
used for team scores. Five
UCF went to the playgolfers compete for each
offs for the second conteam.
secutive year and qualiInstead, the format
fied for the National
will be a combination of
Championship tournamatch play and stroke
ment where they finished
play.
in 21st place.
"It's a new format"
Wilson said there was
Dale Wilson
Wilson said. "I don't
two benefits to the
Knights being invited to
know if we like it or not."
Among
the schools to compete in the tourna- the tournament.
"It gives the kids the confidence we
ment include Fresno State, UCLA,
Houston, FSU, LSU and Auburn. After strive for," Wilson said. "It will also

help our recrillting."
He predicts that within two years,
the Knights will be able to do all of their
recruiting in state. In the past, UCF
has taken recruits from as far away
places as England, South Africa and
Sweden.
As of Tuesday, Wilson was undecided about which five golfers he would
take to Ohio.
The five will be picked from a list of
seven which includes redshirt junior
Paul Bastien, Ian Devers, a transfer
from Kansas, Ed Richardson, a transfer from Miami, and Han Strom 0 Ison,
who started as a freshman but was red-

see GOLF page10

Pack hurts wrist
•
1n
season opener
at ·south Florida
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

STEPPING OUT
Action from Sunday's soccer alumni game. The men open their season Saturday at home against Drake. The
women opened their season with 3-1 and 6-0 victories over FIU and Wisconsin-Green Bay respectively.

Last Thursday, volleyball coach Dee Dee
McClemmon got a scare when the team lost a key
player to a freak injury.
While uncrankingthe net at the end ofThursday's
practice, junior Shannon Pack injured her wrist.
Pack suffered a sprain and pulled tendons. However,
it is not considered serious, and she is expected back
in the Lady Knights' lineup for the Jacksonville
University Tournement Sept. 14-15.
"Shannon is the type of player who definitely
wants to play. As soon as she can get back on the
court, you better believe she will," McClemmon said.
McClemmon's team bounced back to win two
games out of four in the University of South Florida
Tournament that took place over Labor Day weekend.
The other teams in the tournamentincluded South
Florida, Eastern Michigan, Nevada-Reno and Furman.
Junior setter Kathy Fill said, "There was plenty of
good competition at USF. Eastern Michigan and
Nevada-Reno were both very good teams. South
Florida is always strong. We were the smallest team
height-wise at this tournament."
On Friday UCF got off to a rocky start losing to
Eastern Michigan and the University of South Flor-

see V-BALL page 15
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We here at Confetti need your 5. What types of movies do you view
help. The section has recently been most often?
taken hostage by a friendly bunch of
a. art films
b. horror
strange-o's. In fact, this merry group
wants you to supply them with ideas
c. drama
d.action/adventure
galore.
e. science fiction
If you could take the next ten minf. other_ _ __
utes to fill out the survey listed below
we would greatly appreciate it. We
wish we could offer you all sorts of 6. Do you think Confetti should inwonderful little gifts for filling out clude reviews of local theater prothis survey, but what can we say - ductions?
a. yes
we're broke. Think of this as your
b.no
civic duty as a student/faculty member/administrator/janitor/ hangeron/etc. Please add any comm en ts you 7. Would you say you rent movies or
wish to express and bring the whole go to the theater the majority of the
page to the paper office (that ugly time?
a. rent
white trailer next to the health cenb. theater
ter). Or if you like, you can send it to
us: Confetti Survey, c/o The Central
Florida Future, P.O. Box 25000, 8. What type of social issues are of
concern to you?
UCF, Orlando, FL 32816.
a. animal rights
Feel free to use that handy-dandy
b. human rights
Scantron-like sheet we have inc. gay rights
cluded.
d. environmental
e.none
1. How old are you?
f. other_ _ __
a. 18-20
b. 21-23
9. Do you find the section called
c. 23-26
"Week, n beneficial?
d. 27-30
a.yes
e. 30-35
b.no
f. 35-above

2. How often do you read Confetti?
a. weekly
b. bi-weekly
c. monthly
d. hardly ever
e. just this once

3. How would you classify your
musical tastes?
a. alternative/industrial
b. top 40
c. country
d. jazz/new age
e. rock/heavy metal
f. other _ _ __
4. What is your favorite radio station?
a. XL 106.7/Mix 105.1
b. WDIZ 100.3/Q 96
c. WUCF89.9
d. Cool 105.9
e. other_ _ __

10. What would you like to see receive more coverage in Confetti?
a. concerts
b. art
c. theater
d. restaurant reviews
e. social issues
f. other_ _ __
11. Would you consider yourself:
a. a liberal thinker
b. a middle of the road thinker
c. a conservative thinker
12. How often do you go out to eat?
a. always
b. 5+ times/week
c. 3-4 times/week
d. 1-2 times/week
e. almost never
13. Where do you go for most of your
clothes shopping?

a. thrift shops
b. department stores (Burdines,
Ivey's, etc.)
c. specialty shops (The Gap,
Champs, etc.)
d. other_ _ __

14. Whatdoyoudoon the weekends?
a. nothing
b. the beach
c. nightclubs
d. movies
e. plays
f. other_ _ __
15. Do you like the current look of

Confetti?
a. yes
b.no
elaborate for us:

Basically what we are trying to do
here, is put together a special section of the paper that you will look
forward to reading. It is a tough job
trying to figure out exactly where
your likes and dislikes are as a readership community.
Confetti is willing to take chances
with stories that may seem
controversial or strange to the majority, but hey, that's what we're
here for.
Confetti rarely gets letters addressing the contents of the section
and to tell you the truth, we want
some. So if you see something you
like or you have an idea for something you feel might be interesting drop us a line.
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Darkman may be the sci-fi movie of '90s

LiamNeeson stars in
the critically
acclaimed Universal
Pictures' release,
Darkman.

Umvarsal Cny Studios

by Richard Eric Karman

(Liam Neeson). like all
Doctors
save wait. it gets better.
scientists. is on the
Darkman
Peyton from death
Darkman uses his wits instead of
he last word uttered in Sam verge of making a
Rambo-like
firepower to conquer his
and by cutting his
Rairni's story will be the first breakthrough in his
~ated: R
neurons. release his enemies. As he says earlier in the
' ]ame in science fiction for the field of study- his
body from feeling any film, 'Tm a scientist, I'm a scientist."
Starring: Liam Neeson/
pain. The only side trying fiercely to keep his cool.
90s and possibly the meter being skin tissue
Larry Droke
effects- emotions,
stick with which all films of its type implants. He's bafiled
Elaborate schemes, which make
are measured upon in the next 10 because
during
Director: Som Raimi
such as rage-can be for entertaining deaths suffered by
years.
Producer: Robert Ta pent
mu 1tip I led
to his enemies, catapult Da.rkman into
experiments artificial
That word is "Darkman."
skin cells won't hold
s o m e t i m e s creative territory only rivaled by
Raintl (director of The Evil Dead together past 99
Key: *Awtul.,tn~Poor***Folr
uncontrollablelevels. F/Xs Rollie Tyler (Bryan Brown).
As Neeson's first starring role, his
Parts 1 & 2)) not only wrote the minutes.
****Good *****Excellent
Peyton escapes the
original story, he co-wrote the
But
without
hospital and the acting matches the strength and
screenplay and assumed directorial warning, Peyton's
bandages
that believability of the plot. Credit must
duties.
world is turned upside-down as mummlfy his body, but keeps the also be given to Drake. for a hero is
While most films wait till the last modem-day gangster Robert G. gauze on his face because of its only as good as his adversary is bad.
15-30 minutes to start pulling your Durant (Larry Drake) wreaks some grotesque features. He then dons a
A sci-fi movie with as much brains
weight toward the edge of your seat, major havoc upon the good doctor, black hat and coat and is bent on as it has brawn is rare indeed, but
Darkman had me falling out of my tl)'ing to find a memo uncovering a revenge.
Darkrnan fits the bill.
chair before the first half hour bribe by his glrlfrlend's boss to clear
The script, written by Raiini, his
Here's where you rub your hands
expired.
a zoning problem. The memo is found together, nod slightly and say to
see DARKMAN page 3
Scientist Dr. Peyton Westlake and Peyton is left for death.
yourself. '"This is gettin' good." But

*****

'--~~~~~~~~~---'
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Revolting Cocks not a strip show, just disgusting

•

Blues Traveler's songs sometimes redundant, but their uniqueness should keep them on the road
Effeminate male hick: (very
pleased laugh) "Okay. Whoo
Lawd!"
Whoo Lord! The partial
transcription above is the first
thing you'll hear when you
play the new Revolting Cocks
recording, Beers, Steers and
Queers. Don't be afraid .. .it's
only music-sort of.
The current incarnation of
RevCo is yet another spawn of
THE CASSETTE
Alain Jourgensen (of Ministry
•Beers, Steers and Queers fame) and·his band of touring
musical
terrorists.
Artist: Revolting Cocks
Participating
in
this
Producer: Fluffy
accumulation of industrial
Label: WaxTrax
noise are Chris Connelly
Effeminate male hick: ''Well (vocals), Wil1iam Rieflin, Paul
I dunno what this cock-thing Barker (also of Ministry) and
the returning Luc Van Acker
is .. .I think it's ah, it's a ..."
Girl hick: (giggles) "The (of Front 242).
The new Revco differs little
Revolting Cocks?"
from
its predecessor in a
Effeminate male hick:
"Yeah, I think it's a ... um-it's a musical sense. This recording
male strip-show. A dance contains some very danceable
drum sequenc;es, unusual
show. Male strippers."
sampling (Richard Simmons
Girl hick: "Hmmm ... "
and
revving Harleys?) and the
Effeminate male hick: "I'll
have to call 'em and ask obligatory vocal distortion (a
'em ... now what'd they call it?" la Skinny Puppy). However,
Girl hick: "The Revolting the concepts and lyrics on
Beers, Steers and Queers are in
Cocks."

a very different vein from the
political dance music of earlier
RevCo projects.
Prime example-the title
track. Not only is the song
derogatory to homosexuals,
but it is perhaps the ultimate
in anti-Texas songs-" ... Texas
is the place/where you'll find/
beers,
steers,
and
queers ... we're goin' down/ to
herd 'em up/if you agree/let's
word 'em up/and if you don't/
then shut the f**k up." It gets
better.
The second track is
supposed to be a cover of Olivia
Newton-John's "Let's Get
Physical," but aside from the
title, the cover has nothing in
common with the original.
Maybe that's a plus, I don't
know.
"Stainless Steel Providers,"
the first single release, is the
ultimate sex with your Harley
Davidson song-that's with
boys and girls, not on. The
other songs differ so little from
the title track in their mind set
that they don't even really
see REVCOpage 4

• Blues Traveler

Artist: Blues Traveler
Producer: Justin Niebank
Label: A&M Records
Blues Traveler is just what
the name implies-a blues
band traveling into other
· musical realms. To be more

specific, they're kind of an •
alternative blues group, a
combination that results in
some very unique melodies.
Remember I did say "some" •
and not "all."
A few of the songs enter into
the realm of redundancy. The •
instrumental on "Sweet
Talking Hippie" seems to go on
forever. I'm sure they had a lot
of fun doing it. I just didn't•
have any listening for it. One
thing to be said about their
instrumentals is they do at•
]east play their own
instruments, unlike many of
the groups prevalent today
(i.e. Bon Jovi, Milli Vanilli). •
One aspect of the album
see BLUES page 3 •
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DARKMAN

intensity and methodolqgy of
murder make him much
more than the average
cardboard cut-out hit-man.
brother Ivan, Daniel and
Although midsummer's ·
Joshua Golden and Chuck TotalRecaU had more flash, it
Pfarrer is full of mental ka- can't compare in plot.
pows, twists and turns and Recalrs last 10 minutes are
fresh dialogue which confusing, boring and anticoncocts a whirlwind of climactic.
drama featuring good vs.
But with Darkman's
evil.
simpler plot, higher level of
Even
mafia-kingpin suspense and better acting,
Durant has more than mere its reign of best sci-fl film of
flashes of being a dillerent the '90s will be hard to
kind of gangster. His dethrone.
FROM PAGE 1

•
'

BLUES
FROM PAGE 1
that remains consistently good
is the lead vocals. John Popper
displays a level of vocal talent
seldom seen in most pop
singers (i.e. John Bon Jovi,
Milli or Vanilla, which ever
one is supposed to be singing).
In "Alone," Popper moves from
soft, doleful whispers to raspy,
mainstream blues vocals to a
point where he's almost yelling
the lyrics and then back down
to the gentle whispers again.
He does this with a fluidity
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Five-inch cockroaches taste better when heavily salted

-

The Eat A Pet
Cookbook, by Russell
Jones, is one of
several books
available for those
wishing to partake in
a dish featuring your
least favorite
household pet.

Ruffle a lie'v Feathers

..
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by Jennifer Lautenschlager

Public Library and got connected with a lady
named Jane. Here's how the conversation
went:
Me: Do you have any, um, unusual
cookbooks in the Ubrary? (I'm sure you can
tell where this conversation is headed.)
Jane: Oh, yes. How unusual?
Me: Well, I was looking for some sort of
recipe that involves cockroaches.
Jane: (Slight pause) Yes, that is unusual.
Is there anything else you 're interested in,
ants or grasshoppers, or will you be limiting
yourself solely to cockroaches?
Me: Well, mostly just cockroaches, but if
you can't find any roach recipes, I can
probably use some other recipe, and just
adapt it. (The mark of a truly good chef.)
Jane: Hmm, this may take a while. Can I
get your name and number, and call you
back this afternoon?
Jane did get my name and number and
she did call me back that afternoon. In fact,
she came up with a wonderful little book
titled Butter.flies In My Stomach: Insects in
Human Nutrition, by Dr. Ronald L. Taylor. I
found it to be a very interesting book, and
particularly recommend reading chapter
five, ..How To Obtain and Prepare Insects."
The following recipe, originally intended for
locusts, has been scientifically adapted and
renamed:

The Blatudae family has been living in our
house ever since we moved in. They're rather
rude house guests, actually .
They're always getting into where they're
not supposed to be, eating our food without
even asking, and staying up until all hours of
the night. In fact, I'm sure you have the exact
same family living in your own house or
apartment. Blattidae is the scientific name
for the cockroach family.
Since all of these house guests insist on
••ElilJ
Special Payment Plans Available
popping in from time to time, I decided to do
Sept . 11th-14th
9:30 R.M.-3:00 P.M.
Untuerslt Boolcstore
SIS.OD
a little bit of research, to find out just who I
Date
Time
Place
Deposit Required
was sharing my living space with. After
- - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . , scanning briefly through the encyclopedia, I
learned this truly amazing fact: cockroaches
can grow to be up to five inches long.
Christmas
Parade
and
Show
Positions
The second fact I learned was only slightly
Walt Disney World Co. is casting seasonal employees
less amazing. You see, there are actually
for the MAGIC KINGDOM "Fantasy On Parade" and the
many different types of cockroaches living
EPCO'rCenter "Holiday Splendor" stage show.
here in America. There's the German
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 9AM
cockroach, the American cockroach, the
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Australian cockroach and the Oriental
EDUCATION BUILDING - MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
cockroach.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 9AM
And here I was, blindly assuming that all
CENTRAL FLORIDA FAIRGROUNDS
roaches here in Florida were American. But
EXHIBIT BUILDING "A"
what I really want to know is, how does one
Applicants may att~nd either day, but
tell the difference between, say. a German
not both day11. Applicants must be at
roach and an Australian one. Maybe it's by
least 16 years old, be prepared to
their
accent or their mannerisms.
Fried Cockroaches
participate in a short movement
As a seIVice to all students at UCF, and in l. Pluck off legs (wings and heads optional).
exercise, wear comfortable attire and
the pursuit of further scientific knowledge, I
shoes that allow free movement. All
applicants must have proof of identity
called up the science section of the Orlando
see ROACHES page 4
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Guaranteed to

Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during thi pecial
event. Check out our awesome collection of style . ArtCarved
will customize a college ring just for you with thou ands of
special options. Don't delay-see your ArtCarved repre entattve
before this promotion ends.
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Recipes with uninvited guests

comparable to such greats as
Otis Redding or Prince.
Overall, "100 Years," a song
about the meaninglessness of
life, and "Alone," which is
about a man left by his woman,
are the two best cuts on the LP.
"Gina," "But Anyway," "Slow
Change" and "Warmer Days"
are tolerable because of
Popper's vocals.
Personally, I wouldn't
spend money on Blues
Traveler, but if you've got
someone else's cash or if you by
chance like the blues, then
give it a shot.

-EmmTee

3

and employment eligibility. Bring
driver's license or state I.D. and
original Social Security card or birth
certificate with you.
Rehearsals will begin weekends in
November.

If you have questions, call Walt
Disney World Auditions at
407/345-5701 Monday through
Friday, IOAM to 4PM.

V ~~§lllEf Worl~
' Tlw Walt l>isrwy Company

Co.

i\11 1·:qual Opponunlly t·;mployrr

NOW OPEN

Aloma Art SuppHes
"'.Beginner to PrOfessionaf"
Al om a

Art.& Drafting Supplies
Student Discountsn

Shopping
Center
679-8787

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.
Send letters to:

The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.
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Low-budget movie features man-eating worms
by Suzan Zuljani

Reba Mcintire
and Michael
Gross portray
survivalists
Heather and Burt
Gummer in

TREMORS.
~-----------.

Tremors

**

Rated: R
Starring: Kevin Bacon
and Michael Gross
Director: Ron Underwood
Producer: Robert Tapent
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
****Good *****Excenent

•
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They're huge. They're smelly. They're
subterranean. They're basically mammoth,
prehistoric, man-eating earthworms. These
beasts are the stars of the 1989 semi-thriller
release TREMORS.
Kevin Bacon and Michael Gross star in this
slightly successful movie. (You may know Gross
as Steven Keaton from NBC's "Family Ties").
Also in the film is country music star Reba
McEntire, who puts .i n a pretty impressive acting
debut.
Bacon plays the part of Valentine McKee, a
western hick who does odd jobs in a small desert
town along with his buddy Earl. This role really
stretches Bacon's acting talent to the limits. At
times, his feigned country accent can make the
viewer want to puke. Maybe he should have stuck
with footloosing.
The point of this movie is that these huge,
smelly, man-eating worms eat a bunch of
unsuspecting small-town citizens. Only a
handful are left to somehow miraculously kill
these beasts. This semi-thriller (I say semithriller because it's not really scary, but it's
suspenseful and it has its moments) definitely
has interesting special effects. The monsters look
pretty impressive considering the movie's low
budget.
All in all, TREMORS is a reminder ofolden day
scary movies (like The Blob) made in modern-day
studios. This movie isn't good, but it's not bad
either. If there is nothing to do on a week night
and you're in the mood to see Kevin Bacon,
Michael Gross andRebaMcEntireallin the same
flick, there's no reason you shouldn't pick this
movie up at your favorite video store (unless, of
course, they have The Blob in stock).

•
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"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second . They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
·1 make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules--mornings, or nights. My
work hours fit around my class hours.
Most students work in Operations. But you
might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them . Get
what you need to get your diploma."

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

I * I WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~
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bear reviewing in detail. Let's
just say that some of the titles
are interesting.
I picture Alain Jourgensen
and his co-conspirators as
those kids you used to watch in
the cafeteria in elementary
school, you know, the ones who
played with their food all the
time. Their sole purpose in life
was to offend and disgust,
because it was the only way
they could get attention. And
you watched, too, and
laughed ... until the joke got
old, anyway.
Beers, Steers and Queers is
like those kids. Hell, its by
those kids. So if you were
amused while thinking back
on those cafeteria hijinx,
maybe this album's for you. If
you were titillated by the male
strip-show thing, you've
probably already bought it.
And if you liked old RevCo,
prepare to be disappointed.

-J. Glase Ferguson, Jr.
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2. Sprinkle with salt, pepper
and chopped parsley.
3. Fry in butter.
4. Add a dash of vinegar and
sexve.
Now, before you rush off to
rustle up a few roaches, keep
in mind the following points.
According to Dr. Taylor,
insects taste best if cooked
while they're still alive. As
soon as you catch your
roaches, keep them alive in
the refrigerator for a day or
two, to slow down their
reflexes. This way, when you
commence frying, they won't
be as apt to crawl out of the
frying pan. Consider yourself
thoroughly warned.
Bon appetit!
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